
Discussion Session: Post-Pandemic Accelerated Learning

Sarah Allen: NCSI has a taxonomy of Intervention Intensity is a helpful tool used to guide the
adaption of intensification of instruction or interventions.
https://intensiveintervention.org/taxonomy-intervention-intensity

Joanna Bruno: The surplus of money can cause inertia and people may fall back on entrenched
thinking about how to support students.  Helping to really look closely at progressions to
accelerate learning by meeting kids where they are and understand what the major precursors
are for each grade.

Jennifer Eklund-Smith:
https://guide.swiftschools.org/resource/103/swift-tiered-intervention-matrix

Joanna Bruno: Also, it will be helpful to clear up misconceptions about who "belongs" in the
various tiers and why...especially going into this year.  Tier 1 is important to communicate.

Stacyriccio: Right! It will help.

GA Karen Suddeth: Well said, Jennifer!!!

Stacyriccio: Alignment work- deeper collaboration, data analysis and planning.

Jennifer Eklund-Smith: Tool for selection of new materials - NIRN Hexagon Tool

Jennifer Eklund-Smith: It feels like we have too much money too soon…

Lpereira: @Jennifer Eklund-Smith that's a great tool!

Justyn Poulos: We started this document to Jennifer's point.  Trying to create a way for schools
to think about what they already have and can leverage

Tracey Sridharan: Thanks for sharing!

Jennifer Coffey: https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/resources/hexagon-exploration-tool
Vicki Griffo: Great point, Peg!

Peg S: The Kansas session is May 20th.
https://sim.ku.edu/2021-webinar-accelerate-student-growth-sim

Anita.Vermeer: Consider how to give time for teachers to build relationships with
Afterschool/summer programs. Often it's a new mix of students with a new teachers and
different classroom dynamics.



Vicki Griffo: We are not.
Vicki Griffo: Great idea, Kristen!

Samantha Garcia, USBE: I love that!!!

GA Karen Suddeth: Will the survey come to superintendents or poject directors?

GA Karen Suddeth: project*

Jennifer Eklund-Smith: Thank you!

Justyn Poulos: Thank you!
Tracey Sridharan: Thank you!

GA Karen Suddeth: thank you!

Laura Bray: Thank you everyone!

Vicki Griffo: Thank you!

Samantha Garcia, USBE: Thank you so much!

Stacyriccio: Thank you! This was great!

Pattie Noonan: Thank you!

Lovato, Sheila: Thank you

Kristen Brown/CO Director Office of Learning Supports: Thank you!


